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Tester: Emma Franklin

Time tested: Three years

What’s good? Sometimes, when a 

product just works, you don’t give 

it a second thought and this Harris prong-type 

paddock stand is such a product. The welds, 

stainless steel tubing and free-rolling nylon 

wheels are all still as good as new and work 

faultlessly. The prongs are easily adjustable 

via an allen bolt and keep the bike utterly 

stable. It’s lightweight, has oodles of utilitarian 

beauty and best of all it’s made using the 

know-how from Harris Engineering. 

What’s not? Harris literally make hundreds 

of these stands every year, meaning they’re 

not exactly exclusive. So if you’re looking for 

a stand to appeal to your magpie sensibilities 

then this perhaps isn’t for you.

Contact: www.harris-performance.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Harris New Generation 
rear paddock stand, £63

BUYING&SELLING

Tester: Adam Child

Time tested: 140 pages

What’s good? Stephen Davison is 

regarded as one of the best road 

race photographers in the business, capturing 

images that stop you in your tracks, by getting 

into places most photographers wouldn’t dare. 

This book is his tribute to the icons and legends 

of road racing and gives a touching, behind-the-

scenes look at the glorious highs and crushing 

lows of the sport. Stephen always captures the 

moment perfectly. 

What’s not? This is not a criticism of the book 

itself, but it’s all too easy to forget about the 

dangers of road racing and in places the book 

is a sad reminder of the talented riders who 

are no longer with us, like Martin Finnegan, 

Yoshinari Matsushita and Victor Gilmore. 

Contact: www.amazon.co.uk

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Tester: Tim Thompson

Time tested: 1100 miles/seven 

months

What’s good? Despite its showcase 

Gore Lockout toothless zip, Kevlar-reinforced 

Armacor crash panels and Gore-Tex Pro Shell, 

it’s the way the Argo fits that stands out. It’s cut 

short at the front, thus avoiding rucking-up and 

lap puddles, and long at the back, ensuring good 

trouser overlap. For an all-season jacket the 

absence of bulk is remarkable.

What’s not? The jacket’s removable thermal 

lining isn’t overly snug but adjustable sleeves 

and generous cut allow layering-up to 

compensate. To justify its price the suit will 

have to perform through spring and summer too 

– and do so for years to come. 

Contact www.tranam.co.uk

Quality rating ★★★★★

Value rating ★★★★★

Road Racers by 
Stephen Davison, £17.99

Rukka Argo jacket, £799.99 
and Argonaut trousers, £599.99
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Top details
1: Large, well-

placed ventilation 

zips turn the suit 

into something 

perfect for summer 

adventure riding.

2: Liam accidently 

trapped the jacket 

in his boot lid, 

crushing the teeth 

of the main zip, but 

the Neptune GTX 

jacket still works 

perfectly and 

weatherproofing 

has not been 

compromised.

Rev’It Neptune GTX jacket £379.99, Rev’It Neptune GTX trousers £289.99
Tester: Liam Marsden

Time tested: 1000 miles/two months

What’s good? Rev’It says the 

adventure-styled Neptune jacket 

and trousers are aimed at true all-season 

riders, with two inner jackets – one Gore-Tex for 

keeping water out and one thermal for keeping 

the cold out. The Gore-Tex lining in both have, 

so far, repelled the Great British moisture with 

ease. The thermal lining works almost too well, 

keeping me warm and snug when I’m making 

progress, but making me too hot when progress 

slows in town. Remove both linings and you have 

a ventilated adventure jacket perfect for hot 

weather, thanks to ventilation zips on the chest, 

back and arms. There are plenty of pockets 

inside and out for your knick-knacks, as well as a 

pocket on the rear of the jacket that’s perfect for 

stashing your sarnies!

The lined trousers are equally versatile, 

offering ventilation on the thighs via a popper 

system that secures the vent open. There are 

adjusters on each side of the waist to tailor the fit 

should the waist need adjusting.

The silver-black colour of my suit may not be 

to everyone’s taste, but I like it – makes a nice 

change to the usual black touring kit and now 

it’s getting dirty it’s looking a little better. The 

suit is also available in anthracite or black.

Although I’ve only had the suit a couple 

of months build quality seems top notch – 

which is usually the case with Rev’It gear. I 

managed to trap the jacket in my car’s boot lid 

one night, knocking and bending a few zipper 

teeth in the process, but the jacket still works 

fine, although it does need a little persuading to 

get past the wonky teeth. It hasn’t affected the 

weatherproofing one bit.

Tester: Steve Hunt

Time tested:  3500 miles/12 

months

What’s good? The view through 

Vision-R is the widest, most panoramic of any 

helmet I’ve worn. I wore this lid while touring 

through France and Germany last year and 

it allowed me to soak up every aspect of the 

glorious scenery. With integral sun visor and 

solid wind-noise dampening, it’s been the 

perfect companion on longer journeys.

What’s not? The sun visor, while essential for 

bright mornings and shining sunsets, causes 

a draft through the slot where it’s recessed. 

This means colder days tend to result in wind-

induced, teary eyes and some complicated 

balaclava/buff wearing to keep out the cold air.

Contact: www.nevis.uk.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating:★★★★★

Shark Vision-R GT 
Carbon Inko £379.99
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What’s not? It would be good if the outer shell 

was Gore-Tex instead being a separate layer 

which adds bulk, but it still does the job of keeping 

me dry. The trousers are a little tight round my 

thighs, and my legs aren’t particularly chunky.

Contact: www.revit.eu

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Comfy, come 
rain or shine

Liam’s tough Rev’It Neptune suit is the perfect protection 
for 365 days of two-wheeled adventure 


